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Event Details
Job Search Work Team (JSWT) – Network with other LHH clients and share leads, victories, concerns, and best practices. Join us to practice, ask
questions, answer questions, hear updates on what other job seekers are doing in their searches, and most important, start the week off among friends.
The more, the merrier, so join us! Regular attendance is encouraged to get the most out of these meetings!
Self-Assessment and Personal Branding – When you’re conducting a job search, you’re out there selling yourself, right? This workshop will help you
define exactly what the product is! We’ll also discuss ways to communicate your unique “value add” and distinguish yourself from the competition
through your sense of authority, online identity, and personal style. We’ll look at some of the more common social media tools, explore how to manage
your identity, and discuss ways to make a favorable impression in the virtual world before you even officially communicate with employers.
Interviewing and Negotiating Skills – In this session, we’ll cover all aspects of the interviewing and negotiating processes—questions to be prepared
to answer, questions to ask, what to wear, what to negotiate, and preparing your negotiating script. Role playing exercises will give you the opportunity
to practice your interviewing and negotiating skills.
LinkedIn Intensive – You know you need a presence on LinkedIn but have no idea how to start. Or maybe you have a profile there but are not sure
that you are using it to its full potential. This session will focus on maximizing LinkedIn and making it really work for you.
Starting Your Own Business – Whether you’re considering doing consulting, buying a franchise, or starting your own business, if you have an
entrepreneurial spirit, don’t miss this workshop with LHH Managing Director, Greg Diven, and IFPG Certified Franchise Expert, Doug Grant. Program
components encompass exploring entrepreneurial options, assessing qualifications, identifying challenges, and developing a preliminary action plan. The
feedback on this workshop has been fabulous!
The Power of Networking – We all know that building a successful network is an essential skill, and not just for the job search. The truth is, many
people hesitate to use this powerful technique, mainly because they just are not sure how to go about it. In this interactive session, you’ll learn how to
identify networking contacts, the best ways to communicate your message to them, and how to conduct an effective networking meeting. Come network
with others and learn how to build and maintain a strong and valuable network!

